
Streamlining Network Modernization: The
Importance of Legacy Hardware Elimination

Worthington, Ohio – In the dynamic landscape of telecommunications, the march towards

network modernization is relentless. As newer technologies like IP and router-based systems

continue to evolve, legacy Time Division Multiplexing (TDM) hardware such as DACS, Packet

DACS, and multiplexers are gradually being phased out. This aging equipment not only occupies

significant physical space but also demands substantial power resources, making their presence

increasingly unsustainable.

The telecommunications industry faces a pressing challenge: how to efficiently retire and

decommission these obsolete systems while ensuring a seamless transition to more efficient

alternatives. Creating a strategy encompasses many facets that are key to a successful legacy

hardware elimination project.

Cory Prater, Corporate Liaison at DataField Technology Services, and an expert in modern

networking explains, “Creating an effective strategy can be very intricate from end to end.

Understanding the many facets of streamlining network modernization is not a normal role for

the average IT team. Each infrastructure is unique, along with the technology, hardware,

software, protocols, flexibility, and over-arching architecture. It is critical to identify, analyze, and

strategize the elimination of legacy hardware, facilitate the migration of traffic, and reduce power

consumption. Hiring an expert can save time and money.”

Discovering and Analyzing Legacy Hardware

One of the first steps in modernizing a network is to take stock of existing hardware, including

capacity, security, flexibility, operational costs and more. It is important to identify what can

remain and what needs to be modernized. According to Prater, identifying what hardware can

stay and what needs modernization is key.

“Leveraging advanced scripting techniques, DataField can meticulously assess the utilization of

legacy hardware. Through comprehensive analysis, we can identify redundant equipment and

pinpoint areas ripe for optimization. This detailed understanding forms the foundation for

devising an effective elimination strategy,” Prater added.

Crafting Cut Plans for Seamless Migration

One of the most efficient ways to approach the migration includes creating a precise cut plan.

These plans outline the systematic migration or decommissioning of traffic, ensuring minimal

disruption to ongoing operations. This creates an effective transition. “Central to DataField’s

approach is the creation of precise cut plans. By meticulously orchestrating the transition

process, DataField helps organizations navigate the complexities of modernization with

confidence.”, said Prater.

Scripting for Efficient Hardware De-Growth



Automation plays a big part in hardware de-growth. By harnessing scripting tools, the process of

de-growth can be streamlined. Prater explained, “Automation plays a crucial role in DataField’s

methodology. By harnessing scripting tools, a streamlined process outlines de-growing ports,

cards, shelves, and frames.” This automation not only accelerates the pace of hardware

elimination but also minimizes the margin for error, ensuring optimal efficiency throughout the

transition.

Powering Down for Sustainability

One of the most tangible benefits of eliminating legacy hardware is the reduction in power

consumption, significantly reducing their carbon footprint. “DataField helps organizations

reclaim valuable resources by powering down unused hardware, significantly reducing their

carbon footprint. This commitment to sustainability aligns with broader industry initiatives

aimed at curbing energy consumption and achieving carbon neutrality,” said Prater.

Embracing a Sustainable Future

In an era defined by the imperative of environmental responsibility, the elimination of legacy

hardware emerges as a crucial first step towards sustainability. Organizations will not only

streamline their operations but also contribute to the collective effort towards a greener, more

efficient future.

As the telecommunications landscape continues to evolve, the need for agile, forward-thinking

solutions becomes increasingly apparent. By embracing innovation and sustainability,

organizations can pave the way for a more resilient and environmentally conscious

telecommunications ecosystem.

About DataField Technology Services

DataField Technology Services is a premier telecommunications engineering and staff

augmentation company with a rich history and a passion for excellence. DataField is also a

leading provider of staffing and telecom solutions to the nation’s largest service providers. With

deep experiences in designing and engineering the systems needed for efficient installation of

telecommunications equipment and facilities, including complex electronic switching systems,

legacy telephone facilities, and beyond; AND how to make them work with optical fiber cabling

and IP networks, DataField are experts in legacy hardware elimination. They are one of the

leaders, serving as a trusted partner for companies navigating the complexities of network

modernization.
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